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Introduction

Of  anatomy departments surveyed, as part of  a review concerning 
“the anatomy curriculum and who teaches it”, 76% of  respond-
ents reported inclusion of  dissection in the first two years of  
their curriculum [1]. There is little disagreement among advanced 
medical students, and medical specialists, that anatomy knowledge 
is important for providing safe, effective medical knowledge and 

clinical practice [2]. There is also little argument concerning the 
importance of  location specific anatomy and knowledge concern-
ing anatomical detail of  organs,for example, the liver [3]. 

What is clearly missing from the current medical anatomy curricu-
lum is a description of  the wholistic continuity of  human form 
and an appreciation for the ubiquitous hierarchical nature of  fas-
cial tissue [4]. Fascia has been categorised in a functional manner 
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Medical students and post-graduate medical specialists, for example, physicians, surgeons, anaesthesiologists and gynaecolo-
gists require more than a simple impression of  anatomy. A consensus exists that the study of  anatomy by dissection provides 
the most realistic command of  continuity, and embryological forming,essential for safe, effective clinical practice in medicine. 
Evidence demonstrates effective pedagogies are linked to teacher behaviour, level of  teacher knowledge and understanding 
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ous ‘parts’ therefore lackingthe “wholistic” continuity implicit in the tensegrity model of  biologic form. Classically, anatomy 
has long been taught in continuity with embryology, physiology and histology, providing a robust academic foundation in the 
adjacency of  form and function. This illustrates an existing recognition that the human body works as a wholistic entity and 
that any re-arrange mentor change can affect the global health of  an individual. Medical anatomy teachers should, therefore, 
possess the pedagogical knowledge to support an accurate vision of  a wholistic, unified body.

It should be recognised that the connective tissue fascia, and its ubiquitous nature, has, for decades been neglected and un-
derappreciated in spite of  the efforts of  several prominent anatomists to draw attention to it. Surgeons in training need to be 
aware that knowledge of  fascia anatomy allows for minimally disrupting connective tissue in one body region thereby signifi-
cantly reducing risk of  pain and loss of  function in local or more anatomically distant regions. Teaching anatomy using clas-
sical methods of  dissection and prosection does not have to remain an outdated exercise in cutting up tissue (anatomy, from 
‘temnein’ to cut) for the express purpose of  memorising parts. Through appreciating fascial continuities, dissection methods 
can and are undergoing modernisation through soft-fix technologies as well as tissue-sparing dissection methods. These peda-
gogic innovations are in double service to the study of  anatomy, in that they encourage the wholistic view of  the tensegral 
human form and its function. Such a view is considered to be more suited to a medical curriculum fit for the 21st century.
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as follows:

Gliding, Restraining, Containing, Force Transductive, Communi-
cative, Septal, Invaginating and Osseus[5] [Fig 1].

Knowledge concerning embryogenesis of  fascia informs surgi-
cal approaches thus allowing for bloodless plains to be accessed, 
in turn, supporting minimally invasive surgery [6, 7]. However, 
less than modest consideration is given to global implications of  
surgical disruption to fascia with the emphasis being placed exclu-
sively on knowledge of  local surgical anatomy [8].

While local anatomical knowledge is an essential pedagogic com-
ponent, the lack of  global considerations to disrupted, thickene-
dor rearranged (i.e. fibrotic)fascia is viewed as a flaw in appreciat-
ing fascial continuity [9]. In the medical curriculum the topic of  
fascia planes is discussed from an embryological point of  view, 
with a specific focus on the spread of  infections, but not on fascia 
continuity generally, however it is considered an essential element 
of  the medical curriculum [see Figures 2 and 3] [10]. The use of  
so-called individual parts, or prosection pedagogy, has been seen 
as an effective resolution for many medical schools wishing to 
find a solution to the perceived plethora of  issues surrounding 
body donation programs required for the provision of  full-body 
cadaver dissection [11] especially since COVID. 

Solving one such problem, utilising prosected specimens, risks 
compounding the notion of  disconnected ‘parts’ and creates a 
new problem whereby medical students fail to appreciate the 
wholistic nature of  the fascial body. Smith et al [12] highlighted 
opinions that expressed the need for medical students to attain 
a comprehensive body of  ‘fact based knowledge’ with emphasis 
on clinical skills. From the pedagogical viewpoint, and specifically 
related to this review, it is interesting to note the explicit fact, 
expressed by Monkhouse and Farrell, that the structure of  the 
human body, while individual and unique, has not changed [13]. 
Time wasting and lack of  a cohesive structure, due to promotion 
of  students personal curiosity and experiment, have been viewed 
as undesirable while an excellent knowledge of  structure and 
function have been identified as essential [13]]. Indeed the anato-
my of  humans has not, and will not change. However, fascia has 
been, largely, left out and thus described as the Cinderella tissue 
reflecting the fact that medical anatomy has inadvertently failed to 
recognise the continuity of  this body-wide net [14]. 

Fascia described as the “Cinderella tissue” expresses the implicit 
reality that, while human anatomy does not change, a change in 
the pedagogy of  the medical curriculum is urgently warranted.It 
has  been suggested that describing and appreciating fascia conti-

Figure 1. In this cadaveric specimen image muscle fiber is clearly evident, however, it becomes obvious that the most abun-
dant tissue is fascia. The anatomist has already removed the skin and superficial fascia and reflected, superiorly and lateral, 
the pectoralis major to allow a clearer view of  the ubiquitous nature of  the thoracic fascia profunda investing, invaginating, 

penetrating, separating, connecting  and continuous. Image: Sharkey, J 2019.

Figure 2. This image of  a posterolateral view of  thigh shows muscle fibers clearly invested in the fascia lata posterior to the  
more laterally  positioned iliotibial thickening known as the iliotibial band. This continuity of  muscle with its associated 

fascia allows for an explanation concerning the transfer of  nutritious, or unhealthy, forces from one anatomical site to more 
distant sites in an omnidirectional fashion {i.e., mechanotransduction]. Image: Sharkey, J. 2012.

Figure 3. An image of  the anti-brachial fascia demonstrating a continuous unbroken weave of  fascial tissue from the more 
superior brachial fascia expressing densifications reflecting speciality including the tendon of  the biceps brachii and the 

less dense Lacertus fibrosis. Appreciating the ubiquitous nature and unique morphology of  site specific fascia on a global 
basis provides the student with a wholistic view of  human form and function. Image: Sharkey, J. 2019.
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nuity would be in the best interest of  medical students and would 
address the past failures to recognise the now established multiple 
roles of  fascia in posture, pain science, pain referral, movement, 
surgical and clinical therapeutic interventions [4-6, 15-21]. Tubbs 
et al., point to a consensus concerning a core medical syllabus 
that, without containing unnecessary detail and rote learning, 
would support medical graduates becoming proficient in provid-
ing safe, effective clinical practice [8]. That said, an argument can 
be made for improving effectiveness and safety in medicine by in-
cluding a description of  “the ubiquitous universal singularity that 
is fascia”into a medical syllabus [21].

A 2009 study by Stecco et al explored the anatomical continuity of  
the muscles involved in flexion of  the arm and forearm [4] while 
another informative study described the morphological charac-
teristics and specific spatial disposition of  fascia related to the 
muscles of  pectoral girdle [22]. What both studies demonstrated 
clearly is the “spreading out” of  fascial aponeurosis and fascial in-
sertions to more distant omni directionally orientated anatomical 
locations. For example, while the gliding properties of  the fascia 
was observed to change specific to its anatomical location and 
morphology a clear continuity was observed providing structural 
reinforcement of  distant fascial structures with visual evidence 
of  multidirectional routes of  vectorial force to distant anatomical 
locations. These cadaveric observations provide a basis for the 
reasonable hypothesis that forces shared in an omnidirectional 
manner play a vital role in activation of  numerous proprioceptive 
and interoceptive facilities [4, 23]. With confirmation concern-
ing the contractile ability, rich innervation of  free nerve endings, 
existence of  newly discovered fasciacytes, and rich component 
of  mechanoreceptors, it would seem fascia has emerged as the 
most important connective tissue within the human body [23-25].  
Tensegrity as a concept was born in mid-20th-Century art and ar-
chitecture, popularised through the work of  Buckminster Fuller. 
Essentially, tensegrity describes a structure balanced through the 
qualities of  its two co-creative forces, tension and compression 
[5]. Biologic architecture, from the tensegrity point of  view, arises 
from the tensional network of  filamentous tissues through cel-
lular architecture autoregulating these forces in constant flux [5]. 
That the cellular (and extracellular) matrix are continuously adapt-
ing in response to mechanical forces is now well recognised. This 
leads to the following questions, why has the model of  anatomy 
not been updated accordingly? Why is there such a stark discon-
nect between advances in our understanding of  histology, bio-
physics, and cell biology?

Significant changes have occurred to the modern medical cur-
riculum placing additional competitive time pressures on an al-
ready stressed syllabus leading to a reduction in time allocated to  

anatomy [26]. It should be possible to include fascia anatomy and 
science by integrating the topics within already existing curricu-
lum modules. According to Harden a curriculum is not the sylla-
bus alone. Harden claims the curriculum is a programme of  study 
where, similar to the model of  tensegrity, the whole is greater than 
the sum of  its parts [27]. In an effort to keep up with the demands 
required of  a modern day physician, and other medical specialists, 
modification of  the current medical curriculum is required [28]. 
Organising fascia content in an integrative longitudinal axis ap-
proach, modified to fit across the current curriculumin continuity 
with the wider modular content, would give fascia the place it 
deserves within modern medical training [29].

Modifying the standard Learning Outcomes with such an updated 
curriculum could then be triangulated with Teaching & Learning 
Activities and Assessment, thus coming into better pedagogical 
alignment. This triangulation has been described by Biggs as Con-
structive Alignment in educational theory [30] and will be further 
explored as a research framework in Part 2 of  this paper.

Conclusion

Biological constructs are complex systems rooted in metaphor, 
however, a word in a sentence, a sentence in a paragraph, or a 
paragraph in a chapter cannot reflect the reality of  the narrative 
of  an entire book. Narratives are a tool we use to describe non-
linear processes unfolding, just as our anatomical nomenclature 
is a tool we use to understand our bodies. Human anatomy, and 
all biologic form, is by nature spatiotemporal structure that de-
fies linear laws. This new proposed paradigm shifts anatomy away 
from reductionist fascia phobia explanations towards a wholistic 
model endorsed by fascial continuity.

Further, the pedagogical framework in medical education re-
quires a congruent shift if  we are to pave the way for a progres-
sive medical profession that adapts to advances in the research 
on connective tissue. This shift comes in the form of  adjusting 
curricular alignment to update the models of  anatomy we have 
inherited without question from the era of  the steam engine. This, 
the ubiquitous “classical model”, is generally based on continu-
ous compression elements described as discrete units without any 
emphasis on their kinematic interconnectedness through global 
cytoskeletal tension.

Tensegrity based architecture speaks of  the force vectors operat-
ing within and constructing the form while reflecting elemental 
geometrical properties that underlie all living constructs. Our pro-
posal rests on nested constraints: the classical model of  anatomy 
needs updated to incorporate tensegrity, and consequently the 

Figure 4. The icosahedron baby. Operating at multiple scales human structure is organised as nested tensegrities within 
tensegrities each operating with autonomy and also collectively from the nuclear level up, not limited to organ systems level.  

Image: Sharkey, J.
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pedagogical tools we use to teach and learn anatomy are also in 
need of  an upgrade. Part I of  this paper has provided the back-
drop for seeing this need for connectedness and realignment of  
anatomy within the continuum. In Part II, we will deal in detail 
with tensegrity and pedagogy as part of  our “Tension-spanning 
and tissue-sparing: methods for teaching global fascia continuity 
in anatomy”.
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